
Ad 
Forecast

MAGNA is forecasting category total ad spend to grow +29% in 2021 and +11% in 2022. MAGNA expects 
National TV ad spend to increase +16% in 2021, on easier 2020 comparison, new product launches and 
increased competition but TV dollars should see a slight decline YoY in 2022. 

Slower 
Wireless
Growth

Following a pull forward of subscriber adds during the pandemic, the wireless sector could see slower growth in 
2022 and could make for a more competitive environment for the incumbents. With the sale of DIRECTV and 
upcoming spin-off of WarnerMedia, AT&T is expected to focus on building out its 5G and fiber broadband efforts. 
Verizon’s Tracfone acquisition has the potential to intensify the competition within the prepaid market. Dish is 
starting to roll out its network as part of approval of the Sprint/T-Mobile/Boost deal. While still in its early days, 
Verizon and T-Mobile are ramping up their investment in 5G wireless home broadband, which could provide the 
next leg of growth for their mature core business. 

Tech 
Momentum

Revenues of the 4 Big Tech advertisers are expected to climb +13% in 2022 and +12% in 2023.2  Momentum 
should be driven by continued demand for cloud, software and services given ongoing, massive digital 
transformation across industries. Possible industry risk includes regulation aimed at curbing alleged antitrust 
behaviors and addressing online safety and privacy, although scrutiny has so far been limited to mostly rhetoric. 
Metaverse, which grabbed headlines following Facebook’s name change to Meta, should gain more traction as 
companies invest to narrow the lines between digital and physical worlds. Microsoft cited metaverse as one of 
the reasons why it plans to acquire Activision Blizzard as gaming is key in the development of the platform. 
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Tech & Telecom ad spend sharply rebounded from the dip in 2020, soaring +22% YoY across all media during 
the first eleven months of 2021. Higher telecom dollars were mainly driven by digital while TV spend has not 
returned to pre-COVID levels. Tech experienced strong growth in both digital and traditional channels. 

More 
Competitive 
Wireless

2021 wireless service revenue growth was solid with customer migration to higher-end unlimited plans and 
easier annual comparison. The top 3 operators gained unusually strong postpaid phone connections in 2021, 
which were partly attributed to more promotional activities and government subsidies tied to the pandemic. In 
late 2020, AT&T began offering discounts and free phone promotions for both existing and new subscribers, 
which forced Verizon and T-Mobile to respond with the same aggressive deals. Cable continues its push into 
mobile with both Charter and Comcast introducing cheaper plans in 2021. As of end September 2021, the two 
cable companies had ~7M wireless subscribers. 

Tech as 
Pandemic 
Winners

Big Tech grew faster and became even more profitable during the pandemic. Apple sales spiked in FY2021, 
driven by strong iPhone product cycle and higher demand for Mac, iPads and services with remote work and 
learning.  In January 2022, Apple became the first public company to hit a market value of $3 trillion. After an 
initial dip in early 2020, online advertising for Google and Facebook rebounded sharply as consumers spend 
more time online. The pandemic also accelerated digital transformation across companies, boosting demand 
for cloud computing software and services and benefiting Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud.
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AT&T has been simplifying its business, shifting its focus back to its roots in core communications. In 2021, 
AT&T completed the sale of DIRECTV and announced the spinoff of WarnerMedia and its subsequent merger 
with Discovery. The WarnerMedia transaction is anticipated to close in mid-2022. The sell-off of non-core 
businesses will lower debt and support the build-out of 5G and fiber broadband efforts. 
Going forward, AT&T's core business will be driven by Mobility, Broadband, and Wireline. AT&T expects to see 
continued wireless growth. In 2021, AT&T delivered 3.2M postpaid phone net adds, its highest annual net 
adds in over a decade. In fiber, AT&T is targeting to double its fiber coverage to a total of 30M million homes 
by 2025 from the current 15.4M. 

Apple’s sales grew +33% YoY in FY2021, driven by strong iPhone product cycle and higher demand for Mac 
computers and iPads on remote work and learning trend. iPhone global sales have been down two years in a 
row in FY18-FY20, but sales rallied in FY2021 as consumers upgraded to iPhone 12, the first to include 5G 
connectivity.  Now Apple’s second largest segment, services business is increasingly driving the company’s 
growth. Services pulled in a $68B in FY2021, driven by sales in App Store, advertising, and cloud services. 
Apple tripled its valuation in under four years. In January 2022, Apple became the first public company to hit 
a market value of $3 trillion. 

Even as Google continues to build new products and services, CEO Sundar Pichai believes that the company’s 
growth is still going to be driven by its search business. “Consumers will ask computers more questions with 
voice and multimodal experiences. Being able to adapt to all that and evolve search will continue to be the 
biggest opportunity.”
In 2Q20, Google’s ad revenue was negatively impacted due to COVID but quickly recovered in 2H2020. In the 
first nine months of 2021, U.S. revenues jumped +42% YoY. YouTube is Google’s fastest-growing product, 
bringing in $7.2B in advertising revenue in 3Q21 alone. Google Cloud is the company’s fastest-growing 
segment and management has pointed to its data and analytics, cybersecurity and multi-cloud capabilities as 
key points of differentiation. 

Since CEO Satya Nadella took the reins in early 2014, Microsoft has seen accelerating revenue growth, 
reaching +18% YoY in FY21, its highest growth rate in more than 14 years. Nadella reduced Microsoft's 
dependence on the sales of consumer Windows and Office licenses and shifted to a "mobile first, cloud first" 
strategy. Growth has been driven by commercial Office and Azure cloud products. Today, Microsoft is second 
most valuable company in the world after Apple, following a +51% jump in stock price in 2021 on top of a 
+41% increase in 2020. 
In 2021, Microsoft spent ~50% of its national TV dollars marketing Teams as it competes to become the 
collaboration and communication platform in the workplace. With 250M monthly active users, Teams is the 
fastest-growing application in company history, according to management. 

Meta Platforms is the new corporate identity for Facebook. According to the company, “the metaverse is the 
next evolution of social connection… Meta builds technologies that help people connect, find communities, 
and grow businesses. Meta is moving beyond 2D screens toward immersive experiences like augmented and 
virtual reality to help build the next evolution in social technology.”
Facebook is facing several allegations from a whistleblower, claiming that the company repeatedly and 
knowingly put the company's image and profitability ahead of the public good (e.g., Jan 6th Capital riot, 
vaccine misinformation, Instagram’s impact among teenagers). According to most analysts, this is so far the 
company’s biggest crisis in its history and CMO Alex Schultz has been tasked to help craft a new image for 
the company, including the rebranding to Meta. In November 2021, Facebook named Publicis Groupe's Spark 
Foundry as its media agency of record. 

Dish Network is focused on building its 5G network in the next two years. The company is currently serving 
8.8M wireless retail subscribers as a mobile virtual network operator (MNVO) using T-Mobile’s network. As 
part of approval of the Sprint/T-Mobile/Boost deal, Dish must build a national 5G network to cover 20% of the 
U.S. population by June 2022 and 70% by June 2023. After several delays, Dish is currently beta testing its 
first major market in Las Vegas, with plans to commercially launch in 1Q22. 
As of 3Q21, Dish had 11M Pay TV subscribers, including 2.6M Sling TV customers. The company gained 82K 
Sling TV subscribers during the first nine months of 2021 but lost 392K satellite TV subscribers.
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1 Standard Media Index
2  FactSet consensus estimates for Apple, Alphabet, Microsoft and Facebook
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